Yorkshire UGI Cadaver Course
Tuesday 14th May 2019
Worsley Building, University of Leeds, LS2 9NL

OPTION 1 - CLARENDON WAY MULTI STOREY LS2 9PJ
PAY AND DISPLAY, CARDS ACCEPTED
61 ON LGI MAP (yellow circle)

2 MINS WALK TO WORSLEY BUILDING (yellow circle)

£ 2.90 - 2 hours
£ 5.70 - 4 hours
£11.00 - 6 hours
£16.40 - 24 hours

OPTION 2 - Woodhouse Lane Multi-Storey, LS2 3AX
Pay and Display – cash and card accepted (excludes American Express)
Parkmobile is available at this location. Use the Parkmobile app or call 0113 809 0000


5 MINS WALK TO WORSLEY BUILDING

2 hours: £2.20
3 hours: £4.40
4 hours: £6.50
6 hours: £7
12 hours: £8
14 hours: £9
24 hours: £14

Several other parking areas are available but these two are most convenient.